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Vendigo
Strange.... Never heard of somethin’ called a vendigo, but folk’ve got all sorts of superstitions about 
travlin’ through the Kestrels and the Dragons and the Blue mountains and whatnot. Last time I 
crossed Kestrel Mountains some innkeep told me to watch the forest line and pack 6 days more rations 
than I thought I’d need. At the time I thought he was just lookin’ to swindle me but I’m not sure these 
days. Heard some stories from folk in Caingorn recently that’d put a chill up yer spine. Talk of some 
kinda specter that haunts travelers and makes ‘em hunger like nothin’ else. Some mountaineers in 
Caingorn’ve taken to carrying extra rations and wearin’ these ceremonial masks from far north.

—Rodolf Kazmer

Commoner Superstition (Education DC:18)

Loot
Vendigo Fur (x1d6)

Essence of Death (x2d6)
Vendigo Heart (x1)

Crystalized Essence (x1d6/2)

Susceptibilities
Cursed Oil, Dimeritium 

Bombs, Moondust Bombs

Skill Base
Athletics 19

Awareness 16
Brawling 16
Courage 18

Hex Weaving 17
Endurance 19

Intimidation 17
Physique 18

Resist Coercion —
Resist Magic 18

Stealth 19
Wilderness Survival 18

Dodge Base 16

Reposition Base 19

Block Base 20

Bounty
1500

Armor 10

Regeneration —

Resistances
—

Immunities
Charm, Freeze, Disease,
Coercion, Snow & Ice 

Conditions

Hard
Difficult

Intelligence
Sapient

Senses
Night Vision

Scent Tracking

INT 5
REF 9
DEX 11

BODY 10
SPD 9
EMP 1
CRA 2
WILL 10

STUN 10
RUN 27
LEAP 5
STA 50
ENC 100
REC 10
HP 100

Height 3.5m

Weight 110kg

Environment High mountains

Organization Solitary
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Attacks

Name ATK 
Base Type DMG Rel. RNG Effect ROF

Bite 20 P 7d6 15 — Disease (60%) 1

Claw Slash 20 S 5d6+4 15 — Bleed (50%), Disease (25%) 2

Vendigo haunt the highest mountains of the Continent. You would be most unfortunate to come across one. A rack of elk ant-
lers crowns their head. Their bodies stretch tall, and their features are ragged and pale, skin twisted into the form of a naked and 
starving traveler whose lips are caked with blood. 

In addition to its disease riddled claws, vendigo are capable of powerful magic, including a terrible curse. The curse drives 
its victims to commit cannibalism over the course of three days. If they submit, the vendigo gains control over them. To com-
bat against the threat of vendigo, you must be vigilant in the mountains. The monster is afraid of fire, so always carry a torch. 
Should it go out, a vendigo may be near. It often won’t approach a campfire, so keep yours burning overnight. And should any 
of your party crave strangely for meat, leave the mountains immediately and get them to a priest.

If it comes to it, burn the monster out. Many of your party will die in the process, but maybe you will be lucky.

Lore & Behavior (Monster Lore DC:16)

Ability: Summon Blizzard

By taking its action, a vendigo can summon a blizzard 
in an area (within a 50m radius) initially centered on the 
vendigo. This blizzard creates Ice and Snow conditions 
and anyone in this blizzard is unable to see anything that 
is farther than 4m from them. By spending an action, the 
vendigo can move the blizzard up to 20m. This blizzard 
lasts 24 hours, or until the vendigo uses an action to dis-
miss. A Mage or Priest can attempt to dispel this bliz-
zard, by spending 10 STA points and taking an action to 
roll a Spellcasting check (DC:20). The blizzard dissipates 
after the vendigo dies. Dimeritium Bombs negate this 

ability but do not dissipate the blizzard.

Vulnerability: Fear of Fire

A vendigo is afraid of fire and must force itself to come 
near it. A vendigo must make a DC:20 Courage check 
to come within 6m of a fire the size of a campfire or a 
DC:26 Courage check to come within 10m of a bonfire. A 
vendigo doesn’t need to make a Courage check to come 
near a torch, or weapon that is on fire but it will avoid 

attacking the wielder of that item first if possible.

Ability: Vendigo’s Curse

By using its action, a vendigo can make direct eye contact 
with a target and roll a Hex Weaving roll against the tar-
get’s Resist Magic roll. If this target fails to beat the ven-
digo’s roll it is cursed with the vendigo’s curse. The curse 
progresses in three stages. The morning after the target is 
cursed, they wake up feeling a strong desire to consume 
fresh meat. This desire persists throughout the day and 
if that target is unable to consume fresh meat by the next 
morning, they take a -1 penalty to all actions and halve 
their Stamina for the next day. On the second morning, 
the target wakes with a constant growling in their stom-
ach and a deep, unquenchable hunger for fresh, bloody, 
meat. The target must roll below their WILL to pass up 
any chance to get meat (Gifts from travelers, a passing 
game animal, rotted supplies, or the like). If they are 
unable to eat any raw meat before the next morning, the 
target suffers a -3 penalty to all actions and quarters their 
Stamina on the next day. On the third morning, the tar-
get wakes with an intense hunger for meat that gradually 
progresses toward cannibalistic desires. Finally, at sun-
down, the target must roll under their WILL or succumb 
to the Vendigo’s Curse and become a Vendigo Spawn. If 
they succeed, they remain in control and on each sub-
sequent day, the target’s WILL is halved (minimum 1). 
Once transformed into a Vendigo Spawn, a character 
lowers their Intelligence Statistic to 2, gains an Immu-
nity to Coercion and Magical Charms, and becomes 
completely controlled by the vendigo. They can only be 
brought back by the death of the vendigo or by being 
taken out of the mountains and having a Mage or Priest 
roll a Spellcasting check that beats the vendigo’s origi-
nal Hex Weaving check. The magic user must spend 10 
STA points and takes an action to roll this Spell Casting 

check. Dimeritium Bombs negate this ability.

Ability: Spoil Food

By taking its action, a vendigo can cause an amount of 
food and drink no larger than 1 square meter within 10m 
to go rotten. Anyone who consumes this food must make 
a DC: 18 Endurance check or be nauseated. Dimeritium 

Bombs negate this ability.


